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A free museum and library exploring health and human experience
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	Exhibition



The Cult of Beauty
Featuring over 200 items, including historical objects, artworks, films and new commissions, this exhibition explores notions of beauty across time and cultures.
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Jason and the Adventure of 254
21 March 2024 – 12 January 2025
Now on
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The Beautiful R.A.P Party
Reading Room

Friday 5 April 202418:30 – 22:30
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	14+





A Perspective on Surgery and Beauty with Travis Alabanza
The Forum

Saturday 6 April 202414:00 – 15:00
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	Speech-to-text
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Being Human
Now on
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Books
We publish thought-provoking books exploring health and human experiences. Our latest titles include ‘Free for All’, an urgent call to arms in defence of our NHS by bestselling author and GP, Gavin Francis.
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Shop
The Wellcome Collection shop stocks unique books and gifts inspired by our collection and exhibition themes.
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Finding Audrey Amiss
Archivist Elena Carter writes about finding the artist Audrey Amiss through caring for her collection, and how we understand a life in the material that is left behind. Because of its fragile nature, Audrey's archive is held in our library stores. To view items from the collection, you'll need to join the library and request the item you'd like to see.
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Abandoning daydreams of a life without diabetes
After years of longing for a cure for her type 1 diabetes, Daisy Watson Shaw, partly due to medical advances in managing the condition, has reached a state of acceptance. Her wishes now are for greater understanding.
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Primodos, paternalism and the fight to be heard
Journalist Florence Wildblood examines the case of Primodos – a conveniently quick but risky hormone pregnancy test that was prescribed in the 1960s and ’70s – and profiles two women at the story’s shocking heart.
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A history of art in hospitals
Art historian Anne Wallentine examines art in hospital settings – from its Christian devotional origins to its healing role in modern healthcare buildings.
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Equality in genetics
Genetic counsellor Sasha Henriques harnessed her energy and resolve to tackle the racial biases she saw in her profession – with positive and promising results.
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Stay in the know
Sign up to our newsletter to find out what’s on, read our latest stories and get involved.
Your email addressFor example name@example.com


All our newsletters

Tick this box if you’re happy to receive other emails about Wellcome Collection, upcoming events and exhibitions and/or other relevant opportunities.


By clicking subscribe, you agree to receive this newsletter. You can unsubscribe any time. For information about how we handle your data, please read our privacy notice.
Subscribe
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London NW1 2BE
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